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Un Méanisme de réparation pour un systèmepair-à-pair de déouverte de serviesRésumé :Fae aux limites des outils traditionnels de gestion de ressoures dans les grilles dealul (mauvais passage à l'éhelle, non prise en ompte de la dynamiité du réseau,et.), des alternatives fondées sur les tehnologies pair-à-pair sont en train d'émerger.La déouverte de ressoures et en partiulier des servies de alul est touhée parette évolution. Parmi es solutions, il existe des approhes prometteuses fondéessur des arbres lexiographiques. L'intérêt de telles approhes repose sur la possi-bilité d'e�etuer des requêtes sur des intervalles de valeurs ainsi que la possibilitéde réaliser de l'autoomplétion sur les haînes de reherhe en temps logarithmiqueen la taille de l'arbre. Ces tehniques s'étendent failement à des reherhes mul-tiritères. Cependant la struture en arbre est fragile et peut élater en une forêtsi l'un des n÷uds vient à quitter le réseau, rendant ainsi impossible le routage deertaines requêtes et n'o�rant au lient qu'une vue partielle des servies. Dans laplupart de es approhes, la tolérane aux pannes, indispensable dans les environ-nements dynamiques à large éhelle, est préventive (réalisée a priori) et se fonde surla répliation, qui est oûteuse en termes de ressoures et de temps. Dans e papier,nous présentons un protoole tolérant aux pannes de n÷uds, omplémentaire à larépliation, dans les arbres lexiographiques. Il se fonde sur la reonnexion et laréparation a posteriori d'arbres qui ont subi la perte d'un ou plusieurs n÷uds.Mots-lés : Tolérane aux pannes, pair-à-pair, arbres de pré�xes



A Repair Mehanism for Fault-Tolerane for Tree-Strutured Peer-to-Peer Systems31 IntrodutionThese last few years have seen the development of large sale grids onneting dis-tributed resoures (omputation resoures, storage failities, omputation libraries,et.) in a seamless way. This is now an e�ient alternative to superomputersto solve large problems suh as high energy physis, simulation, bioinformati, et.However, existing middlewares used in grids require most of the time a stable andentralized infrastruture. They usually loose their performane on dynami andlarge sale platforms without entralized management of resoures. To ope withthe harateristis of these emerging kind of platforms, it has been suggested to usepeer-to-peer tehnologies within omputational grids [8℄.Peer-to-peer tehnologies o�er algorithms allowing the searh and retrieval ofobjets over the net (data items, �les, servies, et.). Among these tehnologies,Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) were initially designed for very large sale platforms,for example to share �les over the Internet. However, DHTs have several majordrawbaks. Among them, their disovery mehanism usually works on exat searhesof a given key. Some work has then been done to allow omplex requests to besubmitted over DHTs or more generally in strutured peer-to-peer systems, i.e.systems based on request routing. Some of these works are based on tries (alsoalled pre�x trees). A trie struture supports range queries in a logarithmi time inthe number of nodes of the trie.Fault-tolerane is a mandatory feature for peer-to-peer systems to avoid the lossof data stored on nodes and to allow a orret routing of messages. The rash of oneor several nodes in a trie leads to the loss of objets referenes stored in the trie andto the split of the trie into several subtries, also alled a forest. Fault-tolerane withinstrutured peer-to-peer systems usually uses repliation. Using suh an approah,eah node and eah link of the trie would have to be dupliated k times, k being therepliation fator. Keeping suh struture up is ostly, mainly in terms of resouresused. Afterward, the purpose is to �nd for the value of k the right trade-o� betweenthe repliation ost and the robustness of the system. In this paper, we study analternative to the repliation approah based on the reonnetion of the subtries andthe a posteriori reordering of a onsistent trie. When the trie is disonneted, a �rstsolution onsists in rebuilding a trie adding nodes of remaining subtries one by one.This naive method an lead to a prohibitive ost when the number of remaining nodesis large (whih is usually the ase in peer-to-peer systems). For example, loosing onenode an lead to a omplete reonstrution of the trie. A seond approah onsistsin reonneting the subtries to get the original trie bak at a minimum ost. This isRR n° 6029



4 E. Caron , F. Desprez , C. Fourdrignier , F. Petit, C. Tedeshithis kind of algorithm we desribe in this paper in a distributed and asynhronousenvironment. It an also be used to omplete the repliation proess.A brief history of peer-to-peer tehnologies is provided in Setion 2, followedby the formal desription of the partiular trie struture we use (Setion 3) and ofthe distributed system we plae ourselves. We fous our study on fault-toleranemeanisms related to them. Then, in Setion 4 we present the repair algorithm wedesigned and give its proof before a onlusion and future work Setion.2 Related WorkWith the spread of the peer-to-peer tehnologies going along with the �le sharingover the Internet, purely deentralized searh systems have emerged. Suh tools �rsttook the shape of unstrutured mehanisms, i.e., based on the �ooding of searh re-quests [10, 9℄. These mehanisms resulted in overloading the network while providingnon-exhaustive responses. Addressing both the salability and the exhaustiveness is-sues within peer-to-peer systems, the distributed hash tables [13, 14, 18, 20℄, a.k.a.,the strutured peer-to-peer group, are highly salable in the sense that the numberof logial hops required to route and the loal state grows logarithmially with thenumber of nodes partiipating in the system. Moreover, DHTs prevent from loos-ing routing paths and objets' referenes by use of repliation and periodi sans.Unfortunately, DHTs present several major drawbaks (homogeneous apaity as-sumptions, topology awareness, et.). Among them, the rigidity of the requestingmehanism, i.e., exat math on a given key hinders its use over real searh systems.A series of work gives the opportunity to allow �exible meanings of retrievalover strutured peer-to-peer networks. First ahievement in this way has been theability to desribe resoures with semi-strutured language, suh XML, as desribedin [3℄. [19℄ enhanes DHTs with traditional database operations. Several approahes,based on spae �lling urves, suh as Squid [15℄ or [17℄ support multi-dimensionalrange queries. [1℄ maps one-dimensional data spae to d-dimensional Cartesian spaeby using the inverse Hilbert mapping. Built on top of multiple DHTs, SWORD [11℄is an information servie aiming at disovering omputing resoures on the grid byanswering multi-attribute range queries.We fous in this work on trie-strutured retrieval solutions, also supporting rangequeries but outperforming previous approahes in the sense that logarithmi (oronstant if we assume an upper bound on the depth of the trie) lateny is ahievedby parallelizing the resolution of the query in the several branhes of the trie. Pre�xHash Tree (PHT) [12℄ builds a trie of the entire key-spae on top of a DHT. TheINRIA



A Repair Mehanism for Fault-Tolerane for Tree-Strutured Peer-to-Peer Systems5purpose of this arhiteture is to use the trie as a logial layer allowing omplexsearhes on top of any DHT-like network. The arhiteture of PHT results in themultipliation of the omplexities of the trie and of the underlying DHT.The Skip Graphs struture proposed in [2℄ is similar to a trie but is built withthe skip lists tehnology, allowing the use of their inherent fault-tolerane properties.But again, the omplexity of the number of messages generated to proess rangequeries is in O(m log(n)), m being the number of nodes pertained by the range and
n the total number of nodes in the graph.Other approahes propose to rely on a trie for eah purpose, i.e., indexing thekey-spae, mapping the nodes of the trie on the network, and routing the requests.Among them, Nodewiz [4℄ assumes a set of stati reliable nodes to host the trie,whih is unfortunately hard to ensure on peer-to-peer platforms. P-Grid [7℄ buildsa trie on the whole key-spae (i.e., the whole set of potential keys). Eah leaf ofthis trie orresponds to a subset of the key-spae. The fault-tolerane is ahieved byprobabilisti repliation.As a more general onsideration, none of these approahes address the topol-ogy/physial loality awareness issue, i.e., no information about the underlying net-work is taken into aount to build the logial (overlay) network, what an raise asigni�ant performane problem, physial loality being broken when the logial net-work is built. Moreover, the several fault-tolerane solutions are mostly repliation-based, or DHT-based, also involving heavy repliation mehanisms.Initially designed for the purpose of servie disovery over dynami omputationalgrids and attempting to solve the above drawbaks of existing approahes, we reentlydeveloped a novel arhiteture, based on a logial Greatest Common Pre�x Treeformally desribed in Setion 3, that is dynamially built as objets (servies, butextensible to data items, �les, et.) are delared.3 PreliminariesGreatest Common Pre�x Tree. Let an ordered alphabet A be a �nite set ofletters. Denote ≺ an order on A. A non empty word w over A is a �nite sequeneof letters a1, . . . , ai, . . . , al, l > 0. The onatenation of two words u and v, denoted
u ◦ v or simply uv, is equal to the word a1, . . . , ai, . . . , ak, b1, . . . , bj , . . . , bl suh that
u = a1, . . . , ai, . . . , ak and v = b1, . . . , bj , . . . , bl. Let ǫ be the empty word suh thatfor every word w, wǫ = ǫw = w. The length of a word w, denoted by |w|, is equal tothe number of letters of w�|ǫ| = 0.RR n° 6029



6 E. Caron , F. Desprez , C. Fourdrignier , F. Petit, C. TedeshiA word u is a pre�x (respetively, proper pre�x ) of a word v if there exists a word
w suh that v = uw (resp., v = uw and u 6= v). The Greatest Common Pre�x (resp.,Proper Greatest Common Pre�x ) of a olletion of words w1, w2, . . . , wi, . . . (i ≥ 2),denoted GCP (w1, w2, . . . , wi, . . .) (resp. PGCP (w1, w2, . . . , wi, . . .)), is the longestpre�x u shared by all of them (resp., suh that ∀i ≥ 1, u 6= wi). A [Proper ℄ GreatestCommon Pre�x Tree ([P℄GCP Tree, also a partiular kind of trie) is a labeled rootedtree suh that both following properties are true for every node of the tree:1. The node label is a proper pre�x of any label in its subtree;2. The node label is the Proper Greatest Common Pre�x of all its son labels.In the following we use the word trie to designate our PGCP tree.Distributed Lexiographi Plaement Table. The distributed system onsid-ered in this paper onsists of a set of asynhronous physial nodes organized in aDistributed Hash Tables (DHT). Eah physial node maintains one or more nodes ofthe logial PGCP Tree. Note that a DHT is used, but it an be replaed by any sys-tem, distributed or not, allowing the retrieval of any node from any other node. Wealso onsider that the potential existing fault-tolerane mehanisms provided by thislayer are not used within our arhiteture. We propose in this paper a fault-toleranemehanism at the PGCP Tree level.When one wants to insert an objet labeled o into the trie, a message is generatedontaining o, aording to whih the message is routed within the trie until reahingthe node labeled v suh that v is the smallest label in the trie that shares with o thegreatest ommon pre�x of any node of the trie with o. More formally, if L denotesthe whole set of label urrently in the trie, the set U = {l ∈ L | GCP (l, o) = p}where p = max|m|{m = PGCP (l, o), l ∈ L). The label of the target node is t =
min|w|{u ∈ U | u = pw}. One found, the target node performs the insertion. If
t 6= o, node(s) are reated. If o = tu (u 6= ǫ), a new node labeled o is reated asa new son of the node labeled t. If t = ou (u 6= ǫ), a new node is reated as thefather of the node labeled by t. Finally, if none of these onditions are satis�ed,it means that o and t must be siblings but no node in the trie is labeled by theirommon pre�x. Thus two nodes are reated, a node labeled GCP (o, t), father of thenode labeled by t and also father of the other newly reated node labeled by o. Thedistributed routing algorithm (that also performs the reation and the mapping ofnodes) requires a number of hops bounded by twie the depth of the trie [5℄.Physial nodes ommuniate by message passing. We assume two sending fun-tions. The former, simply referred to SEND, is used by any physial node to send aINRIA



A Repair Mehanism for Fault-Tolerane for Tree-Strutured Peer-to-Peer Systems7message to another node asynhronously, i.e., without waiting any aknowledgement.The latter, alled SYNC-SEND, waits for an aknowledgement for eah message sent.We assume that eah physial node may rash. So, when a physial node rashes,one or more logial nodes are lost.4 ProtoolIn this setion, we give a detailed explanation of how the protool works. We dividethe algorithm ode in two parts. The former shows the �rst phase developed withour tehnique during whih a unique trie is reovered without onsidering any lex-iographi property. During the seond phase, the trie is reorganized to eventuallyform a distributed greatest ommon pre�x tree.4.1 Trie ReoveryAfter a node p detets the loss of its father (p.father), it searhes for a new fatherto link on. Making a traversal of the DHT, Node p ollets in Variable PN allthe addresses of eah remaining physial node. Colleting the addresses in PN , pbuilds the set of logial nodes stored by the physial nodes in PN . Next, using a
PIF (Propagation of Information with Feedbak) Protool [6, 16℄, p omputes T ,the set of logial nodes in its subtrie, whih is made of its �real� desendants andits �temporary� relinked desendants. This �rst step of the reovery protool endswhen p hooses a temporary father (p.tmpfather) in the subset N \ T . When,a node q is linked to a node p, then p onsiders q as a temporary son�stored in
p.tmpsons. Note that Variable p.tmpsons is required to ompute T using a PIF inthe subtrie of p. If N \ T = ∅ (i.e., there is no node for whih p may link on), then
p is onsidered as the root of the trie.The above tehnique su�ers of a drawbak: Several nodes without father maymake whih ould beome a �bad� hoie. In partiular, they an hoose as a tem-porary father a node belonging to the subtrie of another node being in the samesituation. By doing this in parallel, yles may appear. Our strategy is to detetand to break a posteriori suh yles as follows.After the hoie of its temporary father tf , a node p sends a message �HELLO�with its ID (p.id) to tf . In the next step, tf transmits the message to its own father,and so on. Step by step, one of the two following situations eventually arises:RR n° 6029



8 E. Caron , F. Desprez , C. Fourdrignier , F. Petit, C. Tedeshi1. The �real� root of the trie reeives the message �HELLO�. In that ase, the rootnoti�es p that it is not involved in a yle.2. The message is reeived by a �false� root, i.e., a node having also lost its ownfather. the false root propagates the message to its temporary father.Note that, in the above latter ase, due to asynhrony of the network, it is possiblethat the false root reeives the message �HELLO� sent by p before it exeuted itsown reovery phase. In that ase, the false root is still without a temporary father.The message �HELLO� is then delayed until the false root hooses its own temporaryfather.Therefore, the message �HELLO� sent by p keeps irulating among its anestors,arrying the list of false roots' IDs whih were met during its traversal. Upon reeiptof a message �HELLO�, if the �rst item of the list arried by the message is equalto the ID of the reeiver, then a yle is deteted. In that ase, a leader eletion isomputed among the IDs of the list�e.g., by hoosing the smallest ID. The leaderbeomes the root of the subtrie, breaks its link whih its father, and exeutes thereovery phase again. (The other �false� roots involved in the yle remain on-neted to the subtrie rooted by the leader.) Note that a yle may be reated again.However, in the worst ase, at eah relaunhing of the reovery phase, at least onesubtrie beomes the subtrie of one false root. In other words, the number of ylesis periodially divided by at least 2. Therefore, the system eventually ontains one(rooted) trie only.4.2 Trie ReorganizationThe trie reorganization is initiated one the trie reovery is done. Eah node phaving a temporary son q�i.e., q is a false root with its subtrie�initiates a routingmehanism losed to the original key insertion [5℄. Let us onsider the followingases:1. The value p.val is a pre�x of the value of q�Figure 1, Case (i). In that ase,
q (and its subtrie) is plaed in the subtrie of p following one of the four asesshown in Figure 1, Cases (a) to (d).2. The value p.val is not a pre�x of the value of q. Then, p moves q to its fatherwhih now has the responsibility to plae q.Note that new servies may keep inserting during the trie reonstrution. So,a new subtrie may have been reated at the same plae where the false root ini-tially was. Thus, our method requires to take in aount that any false root beingINRIA



A Repair Mehanism for Fault-Tolerane for Tree-Strutured Peer-to-Peer Systems9
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q s ss
1 ki(i) p.val = prefix(q) and p.val = PGCP (s1, . . . , sk).
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si.val = prefix(q.val).
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i(c) There exists si suh that
PGCP (q.val, si.val) > p.val.

p

s s sq=s
1 i kk+1(d) p.val = prefix(q.val).Figure 1: A false root q is linked to a node p suh that p.val = prefix(q.val).
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10 E. Caron , F. Desprez , C. Fourdrignier , F. Petit, C. Tedeshiplaed in the trie an meet a node having the same value. In that ase, the twotries must be merged. That is the aim of the merging protool, initiated by thesending of a message �MERGE�. Upon reeipt of this message, a node p exeutesProedure Gluing(q), whih moves the sons of q to p before withdrawing q fromthe trie (inluding the sons of q's father). Then, if neessary, p restarts reursivelymerging and plaements among its sons, in order to merge both subtries eventually.4.3 Corretness ProofIn this subsetion, we disuss the orretness of our protool. In order to do this, we�rst need to make the realisti assumption that under the onsidered ontext, therash frequeny is low enough to make the trie fully built sometime. (In the oppositeway, the trie ould never be built and unusable most of the time. More generallyit is impossible to say anything about termination otherwise.) In other words, wefairly assume that no rash ours after a rash until the trie is fully built, i.e., notwo onseutive rashes interfere eah other, at one given time.Assuption 1 If a node rashes at time t, then for every t′ > t, no rash ours.Lemma 2 Under Assumption 1, the reovery protool (Algorithm 1) terminates, andwhen this ours, the system ontains one trie only.Proof. The validation mainly onsists in showing that the protool terminatesand that the reorganization of the trie is eventually initiated (by sending a messageNOCYCLE).Assume by ontradition that under Assumption 1, no node eventually sent amessage NOCYCLE. So, neither Line 1.35 nor Line 1.37 in Algorithm 1 is exeuted.Note that in the �rst ase (Line 1.35), the node beomes the �real� node after therash of its father. So, in both ases, this means that NOCYCLE never reahes the�real� root of the trie. The height of the trie being �nite, this means that everyMessage HELLO traverses yles only. When a message HELLO is reeived byits initiator, the yle is broken by the node whih is eleted among the false rootspartiipating in the yle�Lines 1.16 to 1.21. Therefore, yles are reated in�nitelyoften. Let C be the number of reated yles. In the worst ase, a yle is made ofat least two nodes. So, C is initially bounded by F/2, where F is the number of falseroot reated by the rash. When a yle is broken, at most one leader is eleted.So, at most C/2 leaders are able to link another node again. In the next phase, thenumber of yles is less than or equal to C/2. Sine under Assumption 1, ylesINRIA



A Repair Mehanism for Fault-Tolerane for Tree-Strutured Peer-to-Peer Systems11Algorithm 1 Reovery Protool for eah node p

1.01 upon reeipt of <Disonneted from Father> do
1.02 PN := Physial Node Set in the DHT (olleted by a DHT traversal);
1.03 N := Logial Node Set in PN (olleted by polling the nodes in PN);
1.04 T := Logial Node Set in my subtrie (olleted using a PIF wave)
1.05 using p.sons ∪ p.tmpsons;
1.06 if p.tmpfather 6=⊥ then send <DISCONNECT> to p.tmpfather;
1.07 if N \ T = ∅
1.08 then //I am the root
1.09 p.father :=⊥; p.tmpfather :=⊥;
1.10 else p.tmpfather := random hoie among N \ T ;
1.11 send-syn <LINK> to p.tmpfather;
1.12 send <HELLO,p.id> to p.tmpfather;
1.13 endif
1.14 upon reeipt of <HELLO,list> from q do
1.15 if First(list) = p.id
1.16 then //A yle is deteted
1.17 leader := LeaderElection(list);
1.18 if p = leader
1.19 then Exeutes �upon reeipt of <Disonnet from Father> do�,
1.20 exept PN and N ;
1.21 endif
1.22 elseif p.Father 6=⊥
1.23 then send <HELLO,list> to p.father;
1.24 elseif p.tmpfather 6=⊥
1.25 then list := list + p.id;
1.26 send <HELLO,list> to p.tmpfather
1.27 elseif p.father =⊥
1.28 then // Both father and tmpfather are unknown, i.e.,
1.29 I am a false root whih is still not linked
1.30 Exeutes �upon reeipt of <Disonnet from Father> do�
1.31 if it is still not working;
1.32 if tmpfather 6=⊥
1.33 then list := list + p.id;
1.34 send <HELLO,list> to p.tmpfather;
1.35 else send <NOCYCLE> to First(list);
1.36 else // I am the real root, so there is no yle.
1.37 send <NOCYCLE> to First(list);
1.38 endif
1.39 upon reeipt of <NOCYCLE> from q do
1.40 send <MOVE,p> to p.tmpfather;
1.41 send-syn <UNLINK> to p.tmpfather;
1.42 p.tmpfather :=⊥;
1.43 upon reeipt of <LINK> from q do
1.44 tmpsons := tmpsons ∪ {q};
1.45 upon reeipt of <UNLINK> from q do
1.46 tmpsons := tmpsons \ {q};RR n° 6029



12 E. Caron , F. Desprez , C. Fourdrignier , F. Petit, C. TedeshiAlgorithm 2 Reorganization Protool for eah node p

1.01 upon reeipt of <MOVE,fs> from q do
1.02 if fs.val = p.val
1.03 then //I send to myself that a fusion is needed.
1.04 send <MERGE,fs> to p
1.05 elseif p.val = prefix(fs.val)
1.06 then if ∃s ∈ p.sons| s.val = prefix(fs.val)
1.07 then // fs is in the subtrie of s, Case (a) in Figure 1
1.08 send <MOVE,fs> to s;
1.09 elseif ∃s ∈ p.sons| fs.val = prefix(s.val)
1.10 then // s is in the subtrie of fs, Case (b) in Figure 1
1.11 p.sons := p.sons ∪ {fs}; p.sons := p.sons \ {s};
1.12 send <MOVE,s> to fs;
1.13 elseif ∃s ∈ p.sons | p.val < PGCP (s.val, fs.val)
1.14 then // fs and s have a PGCP whih is greater than p.val
1.15 // Case (c) in Figure 1
1.16 Newnode(PGCP (fs.val, s.val), s, fs); p.sons := p.sons \ {s};
1.17 else // fs is one of my sons, Case (d) in Figure 1
1.18 p.sons := p.sons ∪ {fs};
1.19 endif
1.20 else if p.father 6=⊥
1.21 then send <MOVE,fs> to p.father
1.22 else if fs.val = prefix(p.val)
1.23 then // I am in the subtrie of fs
1.24 send <MOVE,p> to fs;
1.25 else // p and fs are brothers
1.26 p.sons := p.sons ∪ Newnode(PGCP (fs.val, f.val), fs, p);
1.27 endif
1.28 endif
1.29 endif
2.01 upon reeipt of <MERGE,fs> from q do
2.02 Gluing(q);
2.03 Sorting of p.sons in the lexiographi order in Table ts;
2.04 for i = 0 to ts.length() do
2.05 if ts[i].val = ts[i + 1].val
2.06 then send <MERGE,ts[i + 1]> to ts[i];
2.07 i := i + 1;
2.08 elseif ts[i].val = prefix(ts[i + 1].val)
2.09 then send <MOVE,ts[i + 1]> to ts[i];
2.10 p.sons := p.sons \ {ts[i + 1]};
2.11 i := i + 1
2.12 elseif p.val < PGCP (ts[i].val, ts[i + 1].val)
2.13 then p.sons := p.sons ∪ Newnode(PGCP (ts[i].val, ts[i + 1].val),
2.14 ts[i], ts[i + 1]);
2.15 p.sons; = p.sons \ {ts[i], ts[i + 1]};
2.16 i := i + 1;
2.17 endif
2.18 done INRIA



A Repair Mehanism for Fault-Tolerane for Tree-Strutured Peer-to-Peer Systems13may be reated only when false roots are linked to other nodes (exeuting Lines 1.10and 1.11), C never grows and is eventually equal to 0. This ontradits that ylesare reated in�nitely often. 2We now onsider the phase of trie reorganization shown in Algorithm 2.Lemma 3 Under Assumption 1 and assuming that the system ontains one trieonly, the reorganization protool (Algorithm 2) terminates, and when this ours, thetrie is a PGCP tree.Proof. Clearly, eah trie of the forest following the rash of a node is a PGCPtree. So, its remains to show that exeuting Algorithm 2, the whole trie eventuallysatis�es the ondition to be a PGCP tree.From the algorithm, it is easy to observe that, in the absene of merging, thereare only two ases to onsider depending on the value of Node p and its false son fs: 1. The value of p is a pre�x of fs's value�Line 1.05. In that ase, following thefour ases desribed in Figure 1, fs is eventually plaed at the right plae inthe subtrie of p�refer to Lines 1.06 to 1.19. The resulting trie is a PGCPtree.2. The value of p is not a pre�x of fs. Again, there are two ases to onsider:(a) Node p has no father (p.father =⊥)�Line 1.22 to 1.28. In that ase, if
fs.val is a pre�x of p, then p (and its subtrie) beomes the node to beplaed in fs�Line 1.24. Otherwise, p and fs beome the two sons of anew root node q suh that q.val = PGCP (p, fs)�Line 1.26. The trie isthen learly a PGCP tree.(b) Node p has a father. Then, fs is moved to the father of p�Line 1.21. Byindution of the above disussion, either fs eventually moves on a node qsuh that q.val = prefix(fs.val) or fs eventually reahes the root of thetrie. The former ase is equivalent to Case 1, the latter to Case 2a.If p and fs merge, then there are four ases to onsider after p and fs glued togetherinto p:1. There exists a pair of sons si, sj of p suh that si.val is a pre�x of sj.val. Then,

sj is moved toward si�Lines 2.08 to 2.11. This ase is similar to the aboveCase 1 (Cases (a) or (b) in Figure 1).RR n° 6029



14 E. Caron , F. Desprez , C. Fourdrignier , F. Petit, C. Tedeshi2. There exists a pair of sons si, sj of p suh that PGCP (si, sj) > p.val.Then, si and sj beome the two sons of a new son q of p suh that q.val =
PGCP (p, fs)�Lines 2.12 to 2.16. This ase is also similar to the above Case 1(Case (c) in Figure 1).3. There exists a pair of sons si, sj of p suh that si.val = sj.val. This ase issolved by initiating a reursive merging between si and sj�Lines 2.05 to 2.07.This ase is solved by indution on si and sj.4. There exists no pair of sons si, sj of p satisfying either Case 1, 2, or 3. In thatase, the subtrie of p learly satis�es the properties of a PGCP tree.

2From Lemmas 2 and 3 follows:Theorem 1 Under Assumption 1, Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 provide a PGCPtree reonstrution after the rash of a physial node.5 Conlusion and Future WorkIn this paper, we have presented a fault-tolerant protool in ase of node rashes ina Proper Common Greatest Pre�x tree searh system. This protool an be oupledwith a repliation strategy to lower the osts related to high repliation fators. Thisprotool allows the reonnetion and repair of subtries after the rash of one or morenodes. This algorithm guarantees to reover a onsistent PGCP tree after a �nitetime and thus to avoid partially repliation.Our future work will onsist in onneting the two mehanisms (repliation andrepair) in order to minimize the ost of fault-tolerane on dynami platforms. Wewill also develop and validate experimentally the mehanisms exposed in this paperon the Grid'5000 platform of the frenh ministry of researh. The aim of suhexperimentation will be to see the performane of the repair algorithm and to see itsapaity to answer lients' requests faing di�erent levels of dynamiity. Moreover,we will be able to see starting from whih level of dynamiity the repair mehanismis no more e�ient alone, and then how we an progressively injet some repliationas the dynamiity level inreases. INRIA
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